
Abstract—This paper presents the architecture design of the robot
operability assessment simulation testbed (called "ROAST") for the
resolution of robot operability problems occurred during interactions
between human operators and robots. The basic idea of the ROAST
architecture design is to enable the easy composition of legacy or new
simulation models according to its purpose. ROAST architecture is
based on IEEE1516 High Level Architecture (HLA) of defense
modeling and simulation. The ROAST architecture is expected to
provide the foundation framework for the easy construction of a
simulation testbed to order to assess the robot operability during the
robotic system design. Some of ROAST implementations and its
usefulness are demonstrated through a simple illustrative example.

Keywords—Robotic system, modeling and simulation, Simulation
architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

N recent, robotic systems are increasingly applied to the
various domains such as medical science, search and rescue

operations, and military defense. Although most of the modern
robots are designed to a high degree of autonomy, a human may
not be completely excluded from the robot operations. A
human operator will still intervene in the robot operation and
tele-operate them to achieve his or her mission. Semi-
autonomous robot, for an example, at first may be moving and
performing tasks without human attentions. A human operator
will be keeping the situation awareness through user interfaces.
In a certain condition where robots encounter obstacles or
hostiles, the robots may require human interventions. The
intervention may be a simple corrective command or a
full-scale tele-operation. Then, the robot control may be ceded
to the human operator and may be ceded back to the robots.
During such interactions between the human operator and
robots, factors such as human workload, human error, situation
awareness, control hand-over policy, communication delay,
level of autonomy, etc. may influence the performance of robot
mission. We call such issues "Robots Operability" (RO)
problems.

The RO problems may be addressed by the physical
experimentations in the field laboratory. The typical example
cases are in [1], but such a field laboratory costs a lot of time
and effort. Alternatively, simulation models can benefit if its
fidelity is sufficiently enough to the purpose of
experimentations. Because the simulation models are less
costly to construct, further much easier to control the
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experiment variables and conditions [2]-[6]. However, the
current breed of the RO simulation models lacks reusability and
interoperability.

This paper presents the architecture design of the ROAST,
on which we can construct the simulation models by easy and
cheap composition of legacy or new simulation models in a
reusable way. The ROAST architecture adopted IEEE1516
HLA of defense modeling and simulation [7], because HLA is
widely accepted towards such ends.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the
theoretical backgrounds of the robot operability problems will
be briefed. Section III describes our use cases of the ROAST.
Section IV explains the ROAST architecture. In Section V, we
will show some implementations of ROAST, and an illustrative
example of the test cases. In the last chapter, we conclude with
a description of further works.

II.THEORETICAL BACKGROUNDS

Robotic systems are similar to the joint cognitive systems.
Hollnagel and Woods [8] introduced a joint cognitive system
(JCS), which is a system that can modify its behavior on the
basis of past experience so as to achieve specific anti-entropic
ends. JCS can be any combination of humans and machines
(technological artifacts) or humans and humans (social groups/
organizations). We believe Hollnagel's JCS can be a good
starting point for our problems. Thus, firstly we took the JCS as
a theoretical foundation underlying operability problems of our
robots, and we extended it to fit for our purpose, which is
shown in Fig. 1.

We have four tiers in Fig. 1: operator, interface, robots, and
mission objective. The operator layer deals with the human
cognitive process such as perception of situation, evaluation of
goal, selection of course of action (COA), and implementation
of COA. The interface layer is for information and message
visualization to help the operator's situation awareness and for
the expression of command and control of remote robots.
Further cognitive tasks are performed on this interface layer by
a human operator. The robot layer deals with robot functional
autonomy according to its automation level. The final layer is
for mission objective. The mission objective has to be achieved
by the human-robot interaction.
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Fig. 1 Extension of Hollnagel's JCS

III. USE CASES OF ROAST
The primary purpose of the ROAST is to evaluate robot

management (for example, human operator/team workload,
task diffusion, fan-out, etc.), user interface, robot autonomy,
and its mission effectiveness during the conceptual design of
robotic system. Towards this ends, major common use cases of
ROAST have been identified as follows.
- UC1: Evaluate cognitive cask performance

UC1.1: Simulate control center UI configuration
UC1.2: Simulate human operator

- UC2: Evaluate human-robot interaction
UC2.1: Simulate robot autonomous behavior
UC2.2: Simulate information message exchange

- UC3: Evaluate mission thread
UC3.1: Simulate goals and obstacles
UC3.2: Simulate mission plan
UC3.3: Simulate environment

Fig. 2 Use Cases for the ROAST

UC1 (evaluate cognitive task performance) is to evaluate the
operator's cognitive task performance in a mission scenario;
e.g., perception, evaluating the goal, selecting COA,
implementing COA [9]. UC1.1 (simulate control center UI
configuration) and UC1.2 (simulate human operator) are

ROAST functionalities to support the UC1.
UC 2(evaluate human-robot interaction) is to evaluate the

human-robot interaction. For example, fan-out [10], task
saturation and task diffusion [11], communication effects, and
so on. UC2.1 (simulate robot autonomous behavior) and UC2.2
(simulate information message exchange) are the ROAST
functionalities to support the UC2.

UC3 (evaluate mission thread) is to evaluate mission thread.
For example, search and rescue, mine sweeping, bomb sniffer,
etc. UC3.1 (simulate goals and obstacles), UC3.2 (simulate
mission plan), and UC3.3 (simulate environment) are the
ROAST functionalities to support the UC3. The ROAST
functionalities may be implemented by such object classes for
examples Operator, UI (User Interface), Robot System,
Mission System. The use cases are shown schematically in the
use case diagram in Fig. 2.

IV. ROAST ARCHITECTURE

ROAST architecture was designed to provide the foundation
framework for the easy construction of a simulation testbed in
order to evaluate the robot operations in the robotic system
design. We adopted IEEE11516 HLA as the foundation of
ROAST Architecture, because the ROAST needs to be formed
as a distributed simulation with reusability and interoperability
ensuring a high fidelity of robot operability simulation.
IEEE11516 HLA is widely accepted to this ends.

Fig. 3 shows ROAST architecture in a schematic diagram. In
the ROAST architecture, ROAST federation can have
constituent models, called "ROAST federate". The ROAST
federate candidates are SimulationController, ControlCenter,
RobotSystem, MissionSystem. The ROAST federate
candidates contribute to a ROAST federation execution
according to the operability evaluation plan by joining itself to
the ROAST federation.

SimulationController federate is to represent the simulation
controller for start, stop, end, logging, statistical analysis.
ControlCenter federate is to represent human operators or
teams associated UC1.1: simulate control center UI
configuration, and the user interface of control center
associated with UC1.2: simulate human operator.
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Fig. 3 ROAST Architecture

Fig. 4 ROAST federation scenario for UC2.2(simulate information message exchange)

RobotSystem federate is to represent the robot autonomous
behavior associated with UC2.1: simulate robot autonomous
behavior and information-exchange communication associated
with UC2.2: simulate information message exchange.

MissionSystem federate represents the goals and obstacle
associated with UC3.1: simulate goals and obstacles, mission
plan associated with UC3.2: simulate mission plan, and
environment associated with UC3.3: simulate environment

For the ROAST federation execution, SimulationController
federate and MissionSystem federate are using HLA/RTI
services C++ to join the ROAST federation. But, the

ControlCenter federate has a Java adaptor for joining the
ROAST federation execution, because the ControlCenter
federate incorporates the CPN tool which is useful for the
human operator task model [12], [13], and can connect with the
reusable interface Comms/CPN [14], [15]. Further
RobotSystem federate can plug-in the ROAST federation
execution by using MATLABHLA-Toolbox service [16], when
it is implemented with MATLAB/Simulink tool.

Thus, the ROAST architecture can provide the framework
wherein the ROAST federate implements the use cases
scenario described in Fig. 2 by joining the ROAST federation
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execution. For example, the execution scenario for the
UC2.2(simulate information message exchange) is
conceptually described in Fig. 4. This sequence diagram makes
a story of the use case UC2.2 during the ROAST federation
execution.

V.SOME IMPLEMENTATION AND AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

We implemented the ControlCenter federate to be compliant
with the ROAST architecture shown in Fig. 2. The
ControlCenter embodied the human operator's cognitive task
model and user interface model with a simple scenario of the
surveillance and reconnaissance mission, where a single
operator controls a single robot in a supervisory way. The robot
is an unmanned ground vehicle (UGV). The cognitive task
model incorporates four major cognitive tasks: control mission
plan, control the robot mission execution, control a stuck
situation, control the robot movement. These are coded with
CPN tool [17] and Java.

We created a ROAST federation execution using MÄK RTI
[18]. Then, ControlCenter federate had successfully joined to
the ROAST federation execution. Further, we performed the
experimental assessment of the human operator's workload by
changing the mean time of the requested intervention events in
the mission scenario. Fig. 5 shows some results from the
experimentation. In these results, a human workload (visual,
auditory, cognitive, psychomotor) increases as the mean time
between the requested intervention events decreases to 25sec
(case1), 20sec (case2), 15sec (case3), 10sec (case4), 5sec
(case5) with an exponential distribution, as we may expect. It is
noted that the maximum level of workload for a single operator
is 7 [19]. The intervention event occurrence time can be related
to a concept of interaction effort, which is one of common
metrics used in the human-robot interaction [20].

Fig. 5 Test case for the rescue mission operation

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS

We presented the architecture of the ROAST for the robot
operability simulation, which is based on IEEE1516 HLA
promoted for the reusability and interoperability of the defense
simulation components. In conclusions, our first trial was
successful to implement a ROAST federate compliant with the
ROAST architecture and performed a test case assessment of a

human operator's workload given a surveillance and
reconnaissance mission scenario. Through this test case, it is
ensured that the ROAST federation architecture may provide
the foundation framework for the easy construction of the robot
operability simulation. Fuller implementation of ROAST
federates is still on going. In the near future, we hope to come
up with a complete suite of the ROAST federation solution.
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